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Background

u Molecular Docking

u Model binding between small molecules 
and proteins at atomic scale

u Important for drug discovery projects

u Computationally screen libraries of small 
molecules against known protein 
structure

u Two stages:

u Pose identification

u Scoring
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Scoring Functions

u Force field

u Calculate potential energy of system as sum of energy terms from interactions 
between bonded and non-bonded atoms

u Empirical parameter estimations

u Knowledge-based

u 3D coordinates of complex being tested is compared against library of known 
coordinates

u Scored based on how similar it is to known complexes

u Empirical

u Counts number of certain types of interactions between protein and ligand

u Uses scaled factors such as H-bonding, hydrophobic interactions, etc.



Random Forests

u Uses decision trees grown from bootstrap 
samples for classification or regression
u Picks set of N complexes with replacement

u At each node picks best split from random amount of 
features

u Grows many trees and votes or averages 
among them

u Measure importance of features by 
evaluating change in error of randomly 
permuted out-of-box samples



Goals

u Use machine learning to develop a scoring function that 
isn’t based on predetermined forms
u Allows for more accurate scoring of complexes that don’t fit 

modeling assumptions

u Use resampling techniques to prevent over fitting to training 
dataset

u Estimate feature importance



Methods

u Pre-processing

u Feature defined as total number of times a pair of atoms from protein and ligand 
from following sets occurs

u Pair is counted if atoms are within 12 Å

u Leads to vector of 36 features

u Dataset generated as

u Trained using 1105 complexes and tested against 195 randomly picked from set.



Methods

u Scoring function

u Use CART algorithm (Breiman et. al., 1984) to grow 
each tree

u Score defined as average of all trees for given complex

u Resampling

u Used to quickly validate data by testing on out-of-box 
samples

u Mean square error (MSE)

u mtry with min MSE value used for RF score.



Results

u Scoring functions compared by their Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient (R), Spearman’s correlation 
coefficient (Rs), standard deviation (SD), and root 
mean square error (RMSE).

u Reproduces training set well

u R=0.953, RMSE=0.74

u Prediction on out-of-box samples also performs well

u R=0.699, RMSE=1.52

u Similar performance on 195 complex test data

u R=0.776, RMSE=1.58



Results

u RF-Score performance increases 
with size of training data



Results

u Feature importance

u Hydrophobic interactions

u Polar/Non-polar contacts

u Hydrogen bonds



Results

u Results of testing against PDBbind benchmark 
compared to those of other commercial and 
academic scoring functions

u Significantly improved correlation coefficients 
and standard deviation over state of the art



Conclusions

u Authors were able to successfully generate scoring 
function through non-parametric machine learning that 
improves on state-of-the-art.

u Performance shown to increase with amount of training 
data, so method should continue to improve with 
increasing in docking data available.


